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Tipard iPhone to Mac Transfer is the smart tool to transfer iPhone to Mac local disk. With
this iPhone to Mac Transfer, you can backup songs and video from iPhone/iPod to Mac soon
directly without any loss. The useful function provided by this transfer software can help you
backup files in case your device crashes.

Now totally supports iPhone OS 3.0/3.1, Tipard iPhone to Mac Transfer makes it more secure
and comfortable to enjoy your iPod, iPhone. Additional managing function allows you to
create, delete, search and edit the contents. The all-round tool actually supports all
iPod/iPhone tools.

Backup music, video files on iPhone to Mac
Support all iPod/iPhone versions, especially for iPhone OS 3.0/3.1

Key Functions

iPod to Mac and iPhone to Mac
As iPhone to Mac transfer, this tool can easily transfer files from iPod/iPhone to Mac local
disk for backup.

Manage iPhone playlists
You can create, delete and edit playlist and its contents.

Support all iPhone/iPod models
This iPhone to Mac Transfer can be worked for all the iPod/iPhone versions. Especially for
the new iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS.

Key Features

Auto finder
The "Search" function can help you to find your files in the categories of Genre, Artist, Album
automatically.

 Identify iPhone/iPod
Show you iPod/iPhone info like model, capacity, version, format and serial number when
connecting iPod/iPhone.

Easy to use and fast transfer speed
Only few clicks are all you need to finish the transfer from iPhone/iPod to Mac.

 System Requirements
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Processor: PowerPC® G4/G5 or Intel ® processor
OS Supported: Mac OS X v10.4 - 10.5
Hardware Requirements: 512MB RAM, Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit
graphics card or higher
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